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Let f(k) hc the largest number such th;lt each k-regular bipartite graph with 211 ~.*rtices &as 
at least f(k )” l-factorizations. We prove that f(k) s k !“lk k, and that equality holds if k contuins 
no other prime factors than 2 and 3. We: conjecture equality for each k. 
We are interested in lower bounds for the number or‘ edge-colourings (l- 
factorizations) of regular bipartite graphs. Let f(k, n) be the smallest possiLle 
number of k-edg e-colourings of a &-regular bipartite graph with 2~ vertices. (A 
k-edge-colouting is an ordered partition of the edge set into perTect matchings. In 
this paper, graphs are allowed to have multiple edges.) In parlicular, we are 
interested in the largest possible number f(k) such that f (k, n) 3 f( dc Y’ for each n, 
i.e., in 
_- 
f(k) := inf m= lim df(k, n) (1) 
IiEN t1- = 
(the second e uality follows from “Fekete’s lemma”, as f 1 k, nl + n2) s 
fk n,) l f(k, n#. 
We show that 
f(k)s k!*/kk, (2) 
and that equality holds if k f-’ 2”3’. We conjecture th,it equality holds for each 
natural number k. is would follow from a con’ ture made in [3]: the number 
of perfect matchin in a k-regular bipartite gra with 2~ vertices is at least 
(k - 1)’ ‘1” 
kk-2 ] * 
(3) 
As corollaries we 
permanents, nsr 
Its on the number of latin syuqres 
nd of ebn for pe anents of 
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saochastic matrices of order ~1. In fact the methods in this paper have bee] 
inspired to a large extent by the paper of Bang and by discussions with W.G 
Valiant on a related paper of ~~ried~and [‘_I. 
. f(k, n) 5 k!2nn!kl(nk)!. 
roof, Let x ={l,. . . , kn), and let II be the collection of all ordered partition 
54 = (A,, . . . , A,) of X into n classes of size k. If & and 9? are in 17, denote b 
c(&$ 3) the number of partitions % = (C,, . , . . ck) of X into k classes of size 
such that 
‘Ai nC;I =\B, nCj\= 1, (4 
for i=l,_.., ~2; j=l,..., k (i.e., each C’ is a common system of distinc 
representatives (SDR) for Ss and a). It is easy to see that c(.& 99) is the numbe 
of k -edge-colourings of the k-regular bipartite graph with vertices, saj 
al,..., %, b,, - * * f b,. where ai snd bi are connected by IA I n Bj 1 edger 
for i&=1,..., tt. In particular, c(&, 93) p?: f(k, n). 
Now fix some SQ in Q and consider the sum 
c cG% 3). (5 
9x3 E rr 
This sum may be eva;c;sted in two F:jays. First 
Alternatively, there are k !” possible partitions % = ( C1 , . . . , Ck) of X wit 
lA1nCJ=l for i=l,..., n; j=l,... , k, For each such partition there are n ! 
partitions~in~su~hthat~B~~C~~=l,fori-l,...,n;j~l,...,k.Sothesur 
(5) is equal to k !‘I l n !“. Combining this with (6) yields the required upper bounl 
for f(k, n) IJ 
e f(k) c k!*/kk. 
Apply Stirling’s asymptotical formula for yt + 00 to Theorem 1. c3 
2” 9 f(i, kn) 8 f(k, n)‘. 
vertices, havin 
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1, n) Wedge-co owing&. Consider all possible graphs G’ arising from G 
as follows. Each vertex of G is replaced by k new vertices, while each edge e of G 
is replaced by one new edge connecting two of the new vertices replacing the 
endpoints of the original edge e, in such a way that the new graph g’ ic, I-regular. 
So the number of graphs C arising from G in this way is equal to 
(&.I)! 2n ( ) I!k ’ (7) 
since for each vertex u of G we have to partition, arbitrarily, the edges incident 
with u into k classes of size 1. 
Let n be the collection of all partitions (E,, . . . , E,) of the edge set of G into 1 
classes such that each class Et induces a k-regular subgraph of G, Now any I- 
edge-colouring ( ,. . . . , E,) of a derived ::raph 6’ yields a partition in U. 
Conversely, each partition in II arises in thi: way from ;dn l-edge-colouring of 
k! 210 graphs G’. Hence, by (71, 
k !2”1 l !ZYf( a ($$)*’ . f(l, kn). 
. 
(8) 
Now each class Ei of a partition 8 in J7 can be refined to a k-edge-colouring .>f 
the graph (V, Ei) in at least f(k, n) ways. So 6’ can be refined in at least f( k, n)’ 
ways to a kl-edge-colouring of G. Therefore, the total number f(kl, n) of 
kl-edge-colourings of G is at least In\ l f(k, d, that is, by (8), at least the 
required lawer bound. 0 
. Directly l”rom the definition of f(k) and Theorem 2. Cl 
A natural function seems to be 
g(k):= ( (9) 
Corollary ta states that gi k) 3 k, while Corollary 2a asserts that g(kl) s 
g(k) l g(l). 
Corollaries la and 2a. 0 
forme; 
By Corc~llari~s la and lb it suffices to shop& th% f(2) % 1 add f(3)2$ The 
inequality is trivial, while the latter fo?!ows from the result of 
] that the permanent of nonnegatnx, integrai 
3 is at feast ($)“. ix., that e ~u~~ber of perfel:;. 
graph with 2n vertices is at least $)n. Hence 1’{3? a) Z= ($>“. Cl 
Let ~(k, n) be the smallest possible perrna~~~t o a no~negative~ interior matrix 
of order n with line sums k, i.e., the smalle possible tntmber of 
matchings of a k-regular bipartite graph with 2n vertices. Van der Wi 
conjecture (recently proved by Falikman (added in proof)) says 
whGe in [3] it was conjectured that 
p(k. n) (11) 
(Mote that the first ground is asymptotical for k * 00, while the second one is 
zymptotical for n a-+ 00.) Now one easily sees that 
f(k., n)sp(k, n) 9 p(k - 1, n) 9 l l l l ~(1, rd. (13 
So conjecture (11) implies our conjecture that 
f(k, nM ($)*. 613) 
Let L(n) denote the number of tatin squares of order PI. Since L(n) is equal to 
the llnrnber of n-edge-colourings of the complete bipartite graph K,,,I, we know 
thtat. L(n)af(n, r++t;, rz!. p(n - A, n) l e l 9 l ~(1, n). Both Van der ‘Waerderl‘s 
conjecture (IO) and conjecture (I 1) imply tilst 
! cf. Wilson [5]), so both conjectured lower bounds support some evider 
lither. In fact, the lower JJound (14) indeed can be proved if n has no other prime 
:actors than 2 and 3. 
. 1.F n= 2” 3’, then there ale at Zeast n!‘“/ nn2 lath squares of order n. 
. Directly from Corollary 2c. Cl 
~.~naI~y we d;trive the following result of Bang [I]. 
-n e l 
. The permiment of a dodly strxbcastic matrix of order 12 is at ieast 
bly stochastic matrices for-3 a dense subsrt of the 
atrizes it suffces tc prove the lower bound for 
(nli,) be a dyadic doubly stochasti,? matrix of 
uch that 2”M is integral, a:rd Let for each 
aph with vertices, say, a,, . . _ , a,,, b,, . . . , b,, 
ai and bi, for i, j=l,....n 
lacing each edge by 2’-” 
hings in G,, is equal to 
’ per M. (15) 
Moreover, the number ‘yc of 2’“edge-colourings of G, satisfies 
‘y1 s $’ . (2” - $4 )p’, 
since each ~olour~ng is etermined by 2’ perfect matchings irt G,, together with an 
ordering of the 2”--” “ cogies” in G, of each of the edges of G,. But by Corollary 
2c ‘yt also satisfies 
“yt 3 (2r)!2”/2r2’t2. (17) 
Combining (15), (16) and (17) we obtain a lower bound for per M, which tends to 
e -It if t 3 00 by Stirling’s asymptoticai formula, 63 
2f. If G is a k-regdar bipartite pa$r with 2~ vertices, hen G has at 
dynast (k/e)” aspect ~at~~~i?~gs, i.e., p( k, n) 2 (k,‘c)“. 
. Direct‘ y from Corollary 22. El 
oaf. Directly from (12) and Corollary 2f. El 
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